graphs in Fig. 8 offers a sequence of partitions. The partitions are ordered by the inclusion and thus the partition sequence shows a hierarchical partitions. The hierarchical partitions of our example is shown by a partition tree in Fig. 9 .
Therefore we have obtained hierarchical partitions of a system from a cover described by a hypergraph. Furthermore, the partition tree shows the relative logical distance between vertices of the system. For example, the edge Es, 0 = { h , i } is grouped into a macro-vertex at the first iteration, El, 1 = { a , b, c} at the second iteration, etc. Then, the logical distance between a and b is greater than that between h and a .
V. CONCLUSION
We have developed a reduction method of hypergraph. In the reduction, an edge is merged into a macro-vertex. The reduction is realized by iterations, and the iterations provide a sequence of reductions.
In the reduction, an edge is merged into a macro-vertex and thus a macro-vertex in a reduced hypergraph represents an edge (subgraph). Therefore a reduced graph can give a partition of a system.
The sequence of reductions provides a sequence of partitions. The partitions are ordered by the inclusion of partitions. The sequence of partitions gives hierarchical partitions of the system. The proposed method allows to reduce the complexity of the system represented by hypergraphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that conventional approaches to system modeling that are based on mathematical tools, e.g., difference equations, perform poorly in dealing with complex and uncertain systems. The reason is that, in many cases, it is very difficult to find a global function or analytical structure for a nonlinear system. In contrast, fuzzy logic provides an inference morphology that enables approximate human reasoning capability to be applied in a fuzzy inference system. Therefore, a fuzzy inference system employing fuzzy logical rules can model the qualitative aspects of human knowledge and reasoning processes without employing precise quantitative analysis. In recent years, artificial neural networks have also played an important role in solving many engineering problems [6] , [ 121. Neural networks offer advantages such as learning, adaption, fault-tolerance, parallelism, and generalization. In view of the versatility of neural networks and fuzzy logic, a neural-network-based fuzzy inference system can be expected to exhibit many advantageous features.
The benefits of combing fuzzy logic and neural networks have been explored extensively in the literature, e.g., the fuzzy neural network in [3] , [5] , [8] , the adaptive-network-based fuzzy inference system in [4] , and the fuzzy logical system in [17] . The common advantages found in the above systems lie in that 1) they can automatically and simultaneously identify fuzzy logical rules and tune the membership functions, and 2) the parameters of their systems have clear physical meanings, which they do not have in general neural networks. Fuzzy systems utilizing the learning capability of neural networks can successfully construct the input-output mapping for many applications. However, no efficient process for reducing the complexity of a fuzzy neural network has been presented.
The concept of a measure of similarity in fuzzy sets has been applied in pattern recognition [13] , fuzzy partitioning [l] , pattern classification [ 141, and the compatibility relation between two fuzzy sets [ll] . In these applications, the similarity between two elements or between an element and a fuzzy set are concerned in [l], [13] . Since the similarity in [2] , [ll] , [14] , is related to the relationship of two fuzzy sets, it meets the necessity of our research. In [9], Lin and Lee presented an algebraic and geometric derivation to provide Manuscript received July 10, 1994; revised March 18, 1995 [ll] , [14] , with a clear mathematical and physical meaning. However, a fuzzy similarity measure has yet to be applied to reduce the complexity of a fuzzy neural network.
In this paper, we propose a fuzzy neural network system (FNNS) to implement fuzzy inference systems for system modeling. By using the fuzzy similarity measure, we derive simple approximate equations for calculating the degree of similarity of two fuzzy sets, both with bellshaped membership functions. We present a fuzzy similarity measure for fuzzy rules to eliminate redundant fuzzy logical rules. We also apply the fuzzy similarity measure to combine similar linguistic terms into a single linguistic term to reduce the complexity of the F " S . Thus we attempt to produce a simpler fuzzy inference system, with fewer fuzzy logical rules, which is more practical and useful in industrial applications. Fig. 1 shows a flow chart of the proposed F " S .
This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 describes the structure and learning rules of the FNNS. The similarity measure for fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules is stated in Section 111. In Section IV, a new on-line method of initializing the FNNS is presented. In Section V, an example is shown that demonstrates the capabilities of the proposed F " S . Conclusions are summarized in the last section.
FUZZY NEURAL NEWORK SYSTEM (FNNS)
The initial network structure adopted in the proposed F " S is shown in Fig. 2 . The structure is distinguished by its direct construction of fuzzy rules without any other adjustment. For example, suppose we encounter the jth fuzzy rule described as follows:
I F z l is Ai andxz is& and , and zn is A i THEN y is p3 (1) ...
where A: and p3 are fuzzy sets in U, C R and V C R, respectively, and&= ( q , ... , xn)T E U1x...xUn andy E Varetheinputand output of the fuzzy inference system, respectively. A connectionist structure based on this fuzzy rule is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
The main advantages of the network structure at the initial time are summarized as follows:
1) The network structure allows us to construct a fuzzy inference system rule by rule. In other words, we can implement each fuzzy rule without considering the other fuzzy rules.
2) We can directly incorporate human linguistic descriptions or prior expert knowledge (in the form of IF-THEN rules) into the network structure. 3) We do not take an ordinary fuzzy partition of the input space, so the number of rules does not increase exponentially with the number of inputs. 4) Elimination of redundant nodes (rule nodes or term nodes) is also rule by rule. This means that if we eliminate a rule node, then the associated term nodes are also removed. On the other hand, the disadvantage of the network structure is that it requires a large number of term nodes. As we shown in Fig. 2 , we require m x n term nodes in layer two for n inputs and m fuzzy rules at the initial time. We will apply the fuzzy similarity measure in Section I11 to combine similar term nodes corresponding to a fixed input linguistic variable 2, and overcome this problem. Hence we must emphasize that the F " S does not keep the initial structure after term node combination.
The class of the fuzzy inference system under consideration is a simplified type which uses a singleton to represent the output fuzzy In this subsection, we shall describe the signal propagation and the basic function of every node in each layer. We use net; and f; to denote the summed net input and activation function of the jth node, respectively, in layer i. Moreover, z; and y3 denote the input and output vector of the jth node in layer i , respectively. . . . where the Link weight wz", is the output action strength of the j t h output associated with the ith rule.
B. Supervised Gradient Descent Learning of the FNNS
The adjusted parameters in the network structure of the FNNS can be divided into two categories based on the IF (premise) part and THEN (consequence) part of the fuzzy rules. In the premise part we are asked to fine tune the mean and variance of the Gaussian functions. In the consequence part, the adjusted parameters are the consequence weights.
Once the FNNS has been initialized, a gradient descent-based backpropagation algorithm (BP) [15] is employed to adjust the parameters of the fuzzy neural network by using the training patterns. The main goal of supervised learning is to minimize the error function
where y," is the current output of the j t h output node and d: is the desired output. If w2, is the adjusted parameter, then the learning rule used is and
where q is the learning rate and a, between 0 and 1, is the momentum parameter. By recursive applications of the chain rule, the error term for each layer is first calculated. The adaptation of weights of the corresponding layer is then given. Next, we will begin to derive the learning law for each layer in the feedbackward direction.
) Layer 4:
The error term to be propagated is given by the j t h output node, as follows:
where the subscript k denotes all the rule nodes connected to the j t h term node of input variable 2 % .
In fact, before we use the similarity measure for term node combination, (4) can be simplified as 6% = 6 : . y,"
for the initial network structure of the F"S. We can continue to
Similarly, the adaptive rule of ut, is derived as follows:
Thus the update rules for m2, and ut, are First, the error term is computed:
3) Layer 2: The multiplication operation is done in this layer.
SIMILARITY MEASURE FOR FUZZY SETS AND FUZZY RULES
Once supervised learning using the BP algorithm is finished, we may find that some of the fuzzy sets in layer 2 are almost the same. In other words, some term sets of the corresponding universe of discourse have a high degree of similarity. Term sets with a high degree of similarity can be combined into a single term set, that is, they can share a common term node. We can use the following fuzzy similarity measure [2] , [9] , to check the degree of similarity of two fuzzy sets:
where f l and U denote the intersection and union of fuzzy sets A1 and A2, respectively. M ( . ) is the size of a fuzzy set and
From (5), we see that the computation of the similarity of two fuzzy sets requires calculating the size of intersection and union of two Gaussian membership functions. For any two fuzzy sets A1 and Az, M(A1 LI A2) can be easily derived as follows:
Calculating the size of the intersection of two Gaussian membership functions, however, is very complex because of the nonlinear shape of Gaussian functions. To make the computation of (5) feasible, we can use a tent function to approximate a Gaussian function. A Gaussian membership function with center m and width U can be approximated by using a triangular membership function with center m and width U& [9] , that is Thus, the similarity measure of two fuzzy sets in the FNNS can be directly applied by using the approximation equations described in the next section.
A. Approximation Equations for the Similarity Measure
We consider the similarity measure in four different cases based on the triangular membership functions. Fig. 4(a)-(d) show the four cases under consideration. The fuzzy sets are denoted by A1 and A z , with the corresponding centers, ml and m2, and widths cl and 0 2 , respectively. We will derive the similarity of these two fuzzy sets case by case. It is noted that we consider ml > m2 in cases (ii)-(iv). If ml < m2, then switch ml and mz, and g1 and cz.
Case (i): ml = m2 and c q 2 0 2 : In this case, these two mem-
hi = Substituting (6) and (9) into (5), we obtain bership functions have the same center and no intersection point [see Fig. 4(a) ]. Using (5) and (6), we can derive the similarity measure as follows:
Case (iii): ml -mz 5 le2 -all& and mi > mz: There are two situations (TI 5 e2 and a1 > 5 2 in this case. For brevity, we only consider e1 5 02 in the following derivation. As we see in Fig. 4(c) , these two membership functions have two intersection points at ( S I , h l ) and ( S Z , h2). The size of A1 n A2 is derived as follows: Substituting (6) and (11) into (5), we obtain E(AI, Az) 1
(12)
We note that only slight modification of these above equations is needed to derive the equations when (TI > U Z . this case, these two membership functions have no intersection as shown in Fig. 4 
(d). Thus
On the basis of the above discussion, we can easily calculate the degree of similarity of two fuzzy sets. Whether the degree of similarity of two fuzzy sets is high enough will depend on a reference value provided by the user. With a given reference value ys, 0 < ys 5 1, if E(A1, A2) 2 ys, then we can combine AI and A2 into a new fuzzy set A,,, . There is no standard method for determining A,,,. We try to determine A,,, in the following. We note that since no combination will occur in case (d) for zero degree of similarity, thus only three cases are considered below.
Case (i). 
B. Similarity Measure of Fuzzy Rules
In Section 111-A, the similarity measure for fuzzy sets can reduce the number of term nodes. However, we also wish to reduce the number of rules. To reduce the number of rule nodes, we must eliminate fuzzy rules of little influence and combine similar fuzzy rules into an equivalent fuzzy rule. The former is referred to as rule elimination; the latter is rule combination. In this subsection, we attempt to combine rules by using a similarity measure.
To determine whether two fuzzy rules are similar, we must evaluate the degree of similarity of the fuzzy rules. With the proposed F"S, more specifically, we need to calculate the degree of similarity of both the consequences and preconditions. For simplicity, we consider the FNNS to be used for an MIS0 case. We will describe the similarity measure for the fuzzy rules described below: all of these fuzzy set pairs are considered to be very similar. This is the reason why we employ the min operation on (23). Based on the discussion in (1) and (Z), the similarity measure of the fuzzy rules is defined as
R'": IF z1 is

E~( R ' , R~) = E,(@, p'). E~( A~, A~) . (24)
The user is asked to set a reference value yr. 0 < ?;. 5 1, in the FNNS. Then any two fuzzy rules Rk and R' with E,(Rk, R') 2 yr can be combined into a new fuzzy rule R""". In other words, the rule combination can be applied for any two fuzzy rules if the following conditions are satisfied.
1) E, = 1, i.e., the two fuzzy rules have almost the same consequence weight.
2) Ep 2 yT, i.e., the degree of similarity of the preconditions must be high enough.
Once R""" is taken to replace both Rk and R f , then the corresponding term nodes Rk and R l will be eliminated, The term nodes of R""" can be directly obtained by using the combination method of fuzzy sets presented in Section 111-A, i.e., A:'"'' is the fuzzy set combination of A,k and Af for i = 1, . . . , n. On the other hand, if yc is high enough, then the consequence weight PILeW of R""" can be simply chosen as pnew = (pi + p k ) ) / 2 .
If the F " S is used in an n-input'p-output case, the combination of two fuzzy rules is individually considered for each output. First, we check condition (1) for each output. Assume condition (1) is satisfied for all of the outputs, i.e., With the combination of preconditions, the methods used in the MIS0 case can be directly applied here.
IV. A NEW ON-LINE INITIALIZATION METHOD
As mentioned in Section 11, the initial structure of FNNS does not take an ordmary fuzzy partitlon of the input space. Therefore, how to choose the initial parameters of the FNNS becomes an important problem. We find in practical simulations that the determination of initial parameters will seriously affect the FWNS's performance of learning convergence. In this section, we try to develop a new on-line initialization method to improve the performance of the FNNS. Since the parameters of the FNNS have a clear relationship with the input-output data, the initial FNNS can be constructed as a good approximation of an unknown function based on the input-output data. In the on-line initialization method, the initialization takes place immediately after each training pattern is presented. We do not start the back-propagation training algorithm in Section 11-B for the first m, the default fuzzy rule number, time points. Suppose, at instant J , 1 5 j 5 m , a training pattern [ZI ( j ) 
(26)
In this way, when m training patterns are presented, we can obtain m consequence weights (p3, j = 1, ' . . , m) and the centers for the input fuzzy sets (AI, j = 1, . . . , m ) .
The remaining problem is how to determine the corresponding width ( o z J )
for AS, this is also the main problem in the on-line initialization method. Though we can match the first m training pairs quite well by choosing uZ3 to be sufficiently small, we will have large approximation errors for other input-output pairs [16] . Therefore, the reasonable choice of g C 3 should make the input membership functions cover the input range in a good way. Moreover, the method in [16] results in a fixed value of uZ3 once the first m training pairs are fed into the fuzzy neural network. We expect to obtain a more flexible result to satisfy our requirements.
In the fuzzy neural network systems [3] , [4] , [17], the initial value of parameters can be easily set in such a way that the membership functions are equally spaced along the operating range of each input variable. Then these membership functions will satisfy Ecompleteness [7], which means that given a value x of one of the inputs in the operating range, we can always find a linguistic label A such that ~A ( z ) 2 E . In this manner, the fuzzy inference system can provide smooth transition and sufficient overlapping from one Linguistic label to another. It is especially mentioned that if the Ecompleteness condition is not satisfied, there may be no fuzzy rules fired when the input data is fed into the fuzzy neural network. Thus we expect to present a flexible method to properly choose u23 such that the input membership functions can satisfy €-completeness.
Before going further to show the choice and characteristic of ut?, we introduce the following notation. We note that the following Let X , denote the universe of discourse of the input zz, we can also treat fuzzy sets Ai, for j = 1 to m, as fuzzy numbers defined in (28) and The special choice for ut3 is where A, is the overlapping factor, 0 < A, < 1. We now show by choosing ut3 this way, the membership functions of the linguistic labels Ai, j = 1, . . . , m will cover X, with a good property. 
The proof for the other cases induced by l m z k -mzRl < l m z k -m z~l is very similar to case (3) or case (4) . so, we omit the process and complete this proof.
0
Though we can incorporate prior expert information to do better initial parameter-choosing of the FNNS, we finally gave up this attempt, because we believed that the proposed on-line initialization method is efficient and sufficient in practical applications. In fact, based on our simulation results in the next section, this is indeed true.
V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE In this example [12] , the plant to be identified is described by the second-order difference equation
where the unknown function f has the form A series-parallel type of identifier [12] , implemented by the F"S, is described by the equation
where &(IC), y(k -l)] is in the form of (2) with m = 40 (number of initial rules) and n = 2. The input u ( k ) was assumed to be a random signal uniformly distributed in the interval [-2, 21. First, the initial parameters of the F"S are obtained by applying the on-line initialization method with the first 40 data points. The overlapping factors, A, = 0.7 for i = 1-2, are chosen to set up the corresponding variance of the Gaussian membership functions. The parameters of the initial rules are illustrated in Table I , where G(a, b ) is a Gaussian fuzzy set with mean a and variance b. For IC > 40, the parameters in the F"S are adjusted at every instant of time using a learning rate of q = 0.1 and a momentum parameter of a = 0.75. Table  11 . Since we think that the parallel model [ 121 is more reasonable for testing the performance of an identifier, we use the parallel model to test the F"S. In Fig. 6 , the outputs of the plant as well as the F"S for an input u(k) = sin (27rk/25) are shown and are seen to be indistinguishable.
The similarity measure was applied to the input fuzzy sets obtained in the preceding process to combine the similar fuzzy rules and term nodes. Table I11 shows the number of rules after rule combination under reference values y . = 0.9 and y . = 0.9, * . . , 0.1. As shown in Table 111 , for a fixed value of yc, a smaller value of yT will generally combine more fuzzy rules. Especially, we found that the number of rules was greatly reduced from 40-22 when yr = 0.1. To show the feasibility of doing rule combination by the proposed similarity measure for fuzzy rules, we take yT = 0.1 as an example in the following process. The rules after rule combination are listed in Table IV . We find that the rules marked with the symbol "+" (A, 0, etc.) in Table I1 have been combined into a single rule shown in Table IV . Furthermore, the reference value of the similarity degree ys was set for term node combination. Table V The final rules are shown in Table VI after supervised learning is applied again for 100 epochs of learning. In fact, the time consumed for training the F " S again can be greatly reduced if we choose larger values of yc, Y~, and y . . In Table VI , the term sets marked with the symbol "+" (A, 0, etc.) have been combined into a single term node that is not labeled as "--." Also, in Table VI , some term sets with extremely large width (variance) will be eliminated and are labeled as "**." Since the membership grades of the corresponding input according to those term sets always approach to unity. Thus, those term sets are referred to as redundant term sets, which can hardly affeci the results of rule reasoning. The outputs of the system and the F"S with the final fuzzy rules are shown in Fig. 7 . As shown in Fig. 7 , the result is still desirable.
in [12] had two hidden layers with 20 and 10 neurons in each layer respectively; hence, the neural identifier had 250 (= 2 x 20 + 20 x 10 + 10) adjustable parameters. However, the number of adjustable parameters in the the F " S model is much simpler than the neural network in [12] . complexity point of view (in the sense of number of free parameters), Table VI1 summarizes these comparisons. VI. CONCLUSION In this paper, a fuzzy neural network system called the F " S has been presented for implementing fuzzy inference systems. The main purpose of the FNNS is to produce a simpler fuzzy inference system, with fewer fuzzy logical rules and adjustable parameters, which will be more efficient and useful in practical applications. In order to accomplish this purpose, we propose a fuzzy similarity measure for fuzzy rules to eliminate redundant fuzzy logical rules. Hence the complexity of a fuzzy neural network or a fuzzy inference system can be reduced. A measure of the similarity for fuzzy sets, which indicates the degree to which two fuzzy sets are equal, is also applied to combine similar input linguistic term nodes of a fuzzy neural network. This greatly reduces the number of adjustable parameters. We also derive a new and effective on-line initialization method for choosing the initial parameters of the FNNS. A computer simulation has been presented to illustrate the procedure of the proposed FNNS. The simulation shows that the FNNS indeed yields simpler and more efficient results.
